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Vanda Corrigan with practice art panel background (article on p14)

What was the Ransackers Experience?
The Ransackers project, which ran at several colleges between 2004 and 2013, enabled
around 700 people over 55 to go back to study. Originally set up as part of Better
Government for Older People (BGOP), the Ransackers concept was founded in Oxford by
Vi Hughes. The name comes from the Gaelic word ‘Rannsachadh’ meaning to explore,
scrutinise and discover. Older people who had not been to university became residential
students for a ten-week term. They were not to be on a formal course but staff would
support them to research a topic of their choice, to use computers and libraries and to
develop critical thinking and hold discussions. The central task – to research and submit a
5000 word dissertation – provided the opportunity to fuse experience with the fulfilment of
an unmet aspiration through serious study. How can we get these opportunities back? On
pages 6 and 7 we focus on the Ransacker experience at Fircroft College of Adult Education
in Birmingham and hear the reflections of its current Principal, Mel Lenehan.

Studying autobiographical writing at City Lit
Hilary Farnworth – Vice-Chair Ransackers Association, retired lecturer, perennial student

I started with the green jelly at Sunday school party. I didn’t like green jelly, and the lovely
red jelly was out of reach to a small person. I’d read a couple of accounts of 50s
childhoods, and thought I could do just as well. I’d taken poetry and short story classes at
City Lit, Holborn before, so this time I took up autobiographical writing. Five years and some
45,000 words later, what have I learned and where have I got to?
Publishing isn’t currently my primary aim. It was at the beginning, but I began to see the
process was more valuable than the final end result, which involves much editing for your
target audience. I’ve faced issues of what to leave out, what to put in, what to slightly
fictionalise, including changing the names and physical appearance of characters who are
likely to still be alive. If they are dead apparently its fair game: sorry Miss Buzzard, your rule
of iron over the school gym and PE is going in just like it was, complete with the
handkerchief you kept tucked in your knickers.
I’ve had three tutors: one ran the class like she was conducting an orchestra, tuned in to
everyone, brought out the best of them, taught us to give positive criticism so we could all
improve. Another brought in too many passages from established authors, while this was
often interesting I found it too much like A level English, I put up with it while campaigning
for more time for reading our own pieces, which eventually happened, because City Lit
listened to six of us who wanted a more advanced class to happen in a term when they
didn’t normally run the advanced class. We got our class, and teacher number three, who
introduced concepts of the hero’s journey through life and how to find out what the theme of
our life was. This helped us to select which episodes we would include as part of our story.
Jeanette Winterson left out a whole decade in her autobiography – it’s up to the writer.
On the way I discovered that my story usually comes out with humour, even the darker
periods, so I’ve gone with this style. Characters speak when I’m writing an episode, and so
there’s a lot of dialogue. Of course, they didn’t say those exact words but what comes out is
the story, the drama, the tensions, the twists, and some of the language people would have
used. (You have to watch out for anachronisms).
I wanted loads of period details in: the smell of the tinned tomatoes, gravy and floor polish
in the seaside hotel, the scratch of the cut moquette on bare legs from the utility armchair,
the Coty L’Aimant the aunties used, the baleful eye of the stuffed pike on the hallway wall in
the vicar’s house.
I’ve met some fascinating students from a variety of backgrounds and heritages. I’ve made
two new friends. I’ve made the class laugh. I’ve identified my life themes of education and
feminism, punctuated with sharp awareness of class, adventures in Russia, and food
decades from crumpets toasted on the coal fire, students’ goulash, borsch in a dacha. Why
so much food? Probably because my mother always counted the roast potatoes and there
was always just enough and never one left over.
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Editorial
Welcome to this online edition of the Ransackers Association newsletter. With the
publication last December of the Centenary Commission’s report on Adult Education this is
a critical time for the association and we’re trying to bring new purpose.
The committee now represents a wide range of disciplines and considerable expertise. So
we’re starting to function more as a think-tank. As Jackie Richards said at the first
committee meeting of 2020, Ransackers has to move on, from only representing a body of
former students, to promoting education for all older people. The number of later-life
learners in the UK has gone into a marked decline – even more than for the adult
population as a whole.
We’ve talked about digital communication and its application to learning. With the
coronavirus pandemic many of us are turning to file-sharing, conferencing and even holding
activity and teaching sessions on line. It’s too easy for older people to stand aside from this
or find ourselves shut out – new skills are called for and many of us will need help. But
there’s also a case for a critical response. Older people may be well-placed to reinforce
traditional practice and help put our own stamp on what’s known as ‘blended learning’.
Ransackers itself might experiment with new courses in this field.

Caroline Holland, Barbara Clarke and Teresa Lefort at the Ransackers AGM, 2019

While we don’t want to associate Ransackers solely with ‘serious study’ – Barbara Clarke
reminded us of the importance of a ‘richness of experience’ – we do have to gear up for our
rapidly, and scarily, changing world. Is democracy at risk? Can we adapt to and resist
change at the same time? What is the place of elders in the so-called five-generation
workplace? Do we have particular tasks and responsibilities? We’ve put together these
pieces to reflect a range of recent learning experiences.
Get in touch and tell us what you think (see back page for details).’
“A Permanent National Necessity... Adult Education and Lifelong Learning for 21st Century Britain”
can be downloaded at: https://www.centenarycommission.org/
'In times of change, people turn to learning in order to understand what is going on, to adapt to it
and to shape the change.' Raymond Williams
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From the Chair…
Teresa Lefort BSc – Chair, Ransackers Association

Last year I went to one of the places I used to live in 70 years ago and I was going to write
a few words about my journey to the past. That didn’t materialize but just recently my
brother emailed me from Canada. He wanted information for his neighbour, who was born
in one of those places all that time ago. In co-operation with another brother, I managed to
put together some information about the time and place he was looking for. In the
meantime, my family here wanted to know more about my life on the move for twelve years,
in caravans and Nissen, attending so many different schools.
My brother did the research work but he relied on me to fit the dates in. It was a real
headache getting it done chronologically. The only way I could deal with it was by telling
stories. It’s all there in my memory box, I just need someone to take time to listen!
Managing my Care Diary during Lockdown
Late last year I was awarded attendance allowance and a care package for the first time in
my life! There were many problems to overcome. My mobility is reduced. I have to rely on
another person for some of my basic needs. Then there’s working with a care agency who
have to arrange times to suit my routine. I’ve had to get used to people coming into my
home seven days a week, sometimes only for half hour. The workers aren’t paid for getting
out and about. It’s been a bit traumatic and a learning curve for all. At first, I wasn’t
impressed with the agency but I slowly realised how they had to work and how many
hurdles they had to overcome to deliver the service.
Before the fight with the pandemic, I’d got some of those problems sorted out. I’d
established a routine with the carer and the agency. But now I had to apply the rules about
social distancing and self-isolation. I didn’t want to misuse her time so I came up with a plan
that I would try to manage little jobs in the house myself, but where I couldn’t I would ask
her to come in whilst I went in to the garden. But apart from some shopping most of the jobs
I wanted done were in the garden: watering the plants, putting rubbish out and getting
things out of shed like garden furniture; keeping the path & patio clean and safe for me.
Then the agency upset my routine by having another carer doing alternate days. I explained
I would rather one person came to my house during lockdown, someone local and near at
hand if I needed help. They agreed to my terms! There has been a positive impact because
the carer doesn’t know anything about gardens. I have been able to share my knowledge
with her – in return she explains some tech!
Technology
On my birthday my family arranged for a Zoom meeting for them to sing Happy Birthday
and open my cards on line! It was all a bit overwhelming, but I managed to do it! One of my
grandsons was proud of the way I completed it, as technology turns me off! Another
showed me how to send photos on WhatsApp, which had been a source of irritation for
some time! For the eldest grandson in Israel working from home with his family of four
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children the lockdown has been very difficult. They have home schooling all the time. When
they visited last year I realised how much we have to learn from people who already do this.
Earlier this year, I bought a mobility scooter. I’d been frustrated by having to rely on other
people to help me get out and about! This has been a huge learning exercise. At first the
weather was too bad to get out. Then I lacked confidence at negotiating all the hurdles in
my way. Then, having managed to get to doctors and places nearby more easily, the
lockdown means I’m not supposed to go out! So what with social distancing and sheltering
provisos there a lot to take into account! I’ve had my first chat with someone else who is
having the same problems.
My last year at school
Returning from Italy (where the whole family had spent the last four months of 1947) there
was nowhere for us to live except for temporary accommodation in a house in Freemantle.
We had to share it on a ‘rooms to let’ basis. But very soon we had to leave and find
alternative places – this was when it was decided to split the family up, which we’d never
had to do throughout the war. As it was coming up to my 14th birthday it was hoped that I
could get a live-in job somewhere nearby. But then a change in the law was implemented
and I had to do another year at school, which meant staying on until I was fifteen. The idea
was discussed and contacts made for me to go to Nazareth House in Oxford for that last
year at school. I’d previously had some link with them when I’d attended the local school,
while we were living in Thame, so this wasn’t such a big deal at the time. It was like going
to boarding school, although all the other girls – it was mostly girls – were orphans. At 14 I
was one of the eldest. It was nice to have female company, as there had always been
conflict with my brothers at home – for example, about girls wanting to play boys’ games!
The older girls were given jobs to do. Mine was looking after the older people who had
been bombed out of their houses and had to live in a flat attached to the building. I quite
enjoyed it, learning on the job, usually at evenings, weekends and school holidays. We
had a regular routine: get up; have wash and get dressed; help younger kids down to
breakfast; go to school. Then, on return, have supper and help at the OP’s Flat! One clear
memory is of walking down the Cowley Road in a crocodile with all the same marooncoloured clothes on for our Sunday outing. The material was rough and made me itch but
this was the nearest I came to the freedom we’d had at home!
Concern that a leaving age of 14 removed children
from school at the age when they might most benefit
from secondary education led Parliament to debate
raising it in 1939. Because of the War the age was not
raised to 15 until the Butler Education Act of 1944 and
its implementation deferred until April 1947.
Oddly ‘intergenerational’, Nazareth House was built in
1875 and housed homeless children and old people. It
served as an old people’s home until 1974 and is now used for student accommodation.
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The Fircroft Experience
What can we learn from the experience of Ransackers who attended Fircroft College of
Adult Education in Birmingham? Mel Lenehan, the current Principal and CEO of the
college, considers the future.
The late Peter Convery always valued intergenerational contact - his ‘Ransackers Rap’
(opposite) was performed with younger students in 2007 (Ransackers newsletter 2011).
Chris Prior reflected on age relations at Fircroft during an interview in 2016:
‘The Ransackers course was an ideal combination of study with being away from home,
never having to worry about domestic stuff. Just concentrating on the course. Meeting
people. There were young people at Fircroft doing their access courses for university, about
twenty years old. And we fed off one another. Although there was a generational gap it was
like children and grandparents and we got on very, very well socially. We’d all go to the
library. And we’d all meet socially. And then at Fircroft I got taught my IT skills – I was a
very reluctant IT user. Having lost my first job to computers I was not very enamoured of
them. Altogether Ransackers gave me the confidence to carry on with the Open University
degree which I did over two years.’
Beryl McCorkle (2007-2008) became an adviser to the National institute for Clinical
Excellence (NICE). She too underlined the intergenerational theme in a kind of Ransackers
manifesto:
‘I started the course at the same time as I was diagnosed a diabetic. The project opened
doors to hospitals and community groups and to interviewing sufferers of this condition. I
looked at genetic comparisons, at slavery and the introduction of sugar cane and the
widespread use of sugar and salt. I used this knowledge in different disciplines to develop
technical skills and in assessing and caring for my own condition. The course was an
amazing and wonderful way of working with younger students. Promoting learning by doing
was an important aspect of the course at Fircroft. I applaud the Ransackers course and
appeal for it to continue all over Britain. It helps students to take a realistic interest in life
experiences and to develop and concentrate on research skills in their advanced age. Many
who participated have been fired up with enthusiasm to move on to more productive lives
and studies.’ (Extract from Ransackers newsletter 2012)
Ann Peterson (2005-2006), writing in 2013, went on to academic success:
‘Upon leaving school I had 5 GCE ‘O’ levels. However, the opportunity for more higher
education was not available. Ransackers changed all that. I was delighted to graduate with
a BA (Hons) Literature degree from the Open University at Ely Cathedral. It has taken six
years and without Ransackers the idea of attempting such a thing when I retired at 60
would never have occurred to me. Ransackers gave me the basic skills to build on in my
degree course and although the subjects varied, those initial research skills, writing
assignments and the general help with projects were invaluable. The dedication of the
tutors, the individual tuition and encouragement, all emphasised the ‘can-do’ ethos at
Fircroft.’ (Extract from Ransackers special newsletter 2013)
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Ransackers Rap

Ransackers Young people are not unique
And the world’s been here a long time
Young people don’t it know it all
And the world’s been here a long time
Yes, the world’s been here a long, long time
And the world has secrets
Yes, the world’s been here a long, long time
And we hope it always will!
Students respond Old people are not unique
And the world’s been here a long time
Old people don’t know it all
And the world’s been here a long time
Yes, the world’s been here a long, long time
And the world has secrets
Yes, the world’s been here a long, long time
And we hope it always will!
All together If young people and old people
Just remember we’re All people
Like You people and Me people
Young people don’t know it all
And the world’s been here a long time
And the world has secrets still
Yes, the world’s been here a long time
And we know it Always Will –
Sure Hope to God it will!

Reimagining our communities through lifelong learning
Mel Lenehan - Principal, Fircoft College, Birmingham
The benefits of lifelong learning and intergenerational learning have long been known but
have maybe sadly been forgotten as policy becomes ever more driven to focus public
funding on the skills and productivity agenda. As the stories opposite demonstrate many
people, younger and older people, come to education at points of transition. The importance
of having such opportunities to engage in learning at different points in our lives remain
vitally important and is reflected still in the stories of Fircroft students today. It’s difficult not to
reflect on this further given the current pandemic situation. The whole of our society is
currently undergoing a huge transition and our world will not look like the one it did only a
few weeks ago. Adding the scale of the climate change emergency and the devastation to
our current economic structures, surely education programmes which bring people together,
to learn together in spaces as equals has never been more important. Re-imagining what
our communities will need to be, both locally and globally can only be achieved through
lifelong learning opportunities.
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Setting the river ablaze
Ransackers’ committee member Barbara Clarke (who did her Ransackers’ course on the
topic of family learning at Fircroft College in 2006) reports on the recent film-making course,
(B)old Visions: film-making for dementia. She shares her poetic synopses of two films
which will soon be available on YouTube.
We were invited to a one-day-a-week, film-making programme at the Southbank Centre for
nine weeks. We were excited to meet new people, expand our creativity and develop new
skills and expertise. We were matched with two teams of film makers, organisers of the
programme, and student facilitators – and sometimes we collaborated with other student
groups at the Southbank Centre.
Inspiration came from the dazzling artwork of international celebrated artist Bridget
Riley. This exhibition was at the Hayward Gallery. It brought together paintings, drawings
and preparatory works spanning the artist’s working life from 1947 to 2019. All of her
paintings explore how we see and what our eyes can do. Some were inspired by the natural
world, sea and sky, as well as by physical sensations. Colour, lines, tiny, huge, - artwork
that you can walk inside – all were in the exhibition.
Through observations and discussion, we hoped our films will illustrate Riley’s dynamic
energy, rhyme, movement, light and space demonstrated in her paintings. We completed
four ten minute short films. Some words were echoed:
precious priceless perfect pain loss sorrow loved living space imagined disrupt grow
rise connect finding peace fun light-hearted breath self-expression… And many more

The River
Filming on the Southbank Pier stimulated imaginings of how rivers ebbs and flows.
The sound of water swishing along its banks. On rainy days water swells, sounding
more ferocious.
Thus creating an atmosphere of awe and wonder. Songs and stories of rivers around
the world.
We began to explore the human connection. What will the people see, feel, hear,
speak about their rivers?
Bonding and taking care of each other.
Treasures and disruptions. People building coping mechanisms. Strategies for
managing life alongside the rivers.
Tributaries diversifying the course of the river. There are no boundaries. In this vision
there will be winners and losers.
We engineered a stick man on the trail of the river. Through night and day. The
darkness and light in the film.
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People are on the move, responding to a sense of adventure and discovery.
Dreaming big dreams.
Star shines the way throughout the night.
Referee at the entrance of the Pier. Would entry be granted!

Blaze
A painting of vibrant red. Such dynamic intense complexity of colour building up
powerful images for the viewer.
Really feeling the images, the group wrote this film book.
Deforestation, destruction of life support systems, logging for timber.
Money and might – vegetation being disrupted
Rain forest and the amazon no longer working in harmony.
The earth is angry. Intense heat, blaze finally generated.
Across the globe fire is ignited form country to country.
Years of exposure to the sun’s rays made the earth parched.
The fire is unstoppable.
In the distance a small boy began to cry.
One droplet of tear becomes larger.
A pool of tears expended
Long arms reached out fingers connect
Spark of thunder lightening. Rain clouds,
Here comes the storm.
Blaze extinguished!

Bridget Riley, who went to Goldsmiths in 1949, was born in 1931. The picture above,
photographed by John Miles during his visit to her Hayward exhibition last year, is Red with
Red Triptych from 2010. Interviewed two years ago, Bridget Riley told Richard Cork that
now she is older she appreciates a lot more the structure of poetry and what it releases –
turning over a feeling or thought to find a different way of expressing it.
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Old dog – taking on a new world with old tricks
Dr John Miles – gerontologist and community development worker
‘It is a commonplace that [the BBC] has many admirers but few friends. Now it is under
naked attack by the government, it may find it has more than it thought. But change still
remains necessary. As [Hilda] Matheson put it in 1933, “few of us are altogether proof
against the lure of new prospects; few of us are without regrets when this means – as it
usually does – parting with much to which we cling.”
James Butler, ‘The BBC on the rack’, London Review of Books 42; 6 19/03/2020
I began studying for a doctorate at Keele University when I was 59. I was a gerontologist – I
had a Master’s degree. I’d passed a lot of exams in my 30s. I had a reputation in the field.
But I realised a few weeks into the first year that I had never really done any in-depth
research. I had no experience to draw on in designing my study or analysing my data. And I
could see this was going to be a big, keep-you-awake-at-night problem. I divided my study
participants (forty or so of them) – policy-makers and community level actors – into two
case studies. And I relied on my working history of interviewing. So I got a huge amount of
material. But I had no experience of what’s called coding and the fashionable discipline of
grounded theory didn’t fit at all. So I read up techniques of narrative analysis. I had no
training in this but I found it allowed me to stay much closer to what my participants actually
said, rather than breaking it up into bits and making connections they hadn’t actually
intended. And late in the day – about three weeks before submitting – I got the story
straight. That meant I could dump another twenty thousand words. There was a good
beginning and plenty of middle. But not much of an ending. Reaching a conclusion was
hard work – I didn’t know what I’d found out or what I thought about it. In the end I allowed
the story to shape what I said.
But that meant – as the
examiners pointed out at my
viva (the spoken examination
which may lead to the award
of a doctorate) – that I still
hadn’t explained my findings
properly. I did manage the
necessary tweaking, greatly
improving the overall story as I
did so. But five years on I’m
still trying to write up those
findings properly.

Discussing co-production with Dr Anna Goulding (back to camera) at the AGM

So, what’s my point here? It’s about the weight of experience – the lack of it made carrying
out a research study very difficult. But my time writing history and English essays at school
in the sixth form stood me in good stead. A good secondary education has a value in its
own right. I didn’t become a narrative sociologist but I’m a decent humanities scholar. There
may be old dogs who go to college at 60 and learn new tricks. I just wasn’t one of them.
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Facing life as it comes, learning and adapting while dancing on……….
Dr Jackie Richards – advisor, networker, mentor, older dancer, free-spirit
© Madeleine Rose

Choreographer – Yanaelle Thiran*

In life most people have to face unexpected challenges,
learn from new opportunities and make choices. Social
and cultural background, friendship and work groups,
available resources, our health and personalities affect
how we react.
Although I was a dance and movement teacher my main
career was in vocational assessment, managing and
leading teams and collaborating with professional
practitioners. I left aged 60 because I wanted to dance and
return to community activities whilst I had sufficient energy
and good health. I had to develop my capabilities as an

older dancer, even performed at some leading dance venues and participated in some
committee work. Unexpectedly, a work-based doctorate programme (DProf) then gave me
the opportunity for intensive study. I learned how to research and create new knowledge
about my dancing and work activities. My final report titled “Active Older People
Participating in Creative Dance – Challenging Perceptions” included findings and
recommendations. What began as personal interest turned out to be timely, matching the
growing interest in finding ways for the ageing population to remain independent and
socially engaged – for which dance ticks all the boxes. It was a sacrifice. I spent over six
years studying and learning. Towards the end I found I had breast cancer but I was far
more concerned about graduating and sailed through the treatment. I have become a
confident authority, disseminating the findings and knowledge and am still dancing.
A few weeks ago, whilst out shopping, I stopped moving because a young crowd were
huddling across the pavement. An adolescent said amicably to his friends “move aside for
the old lady”. This was not said aggressively or negatively, he saw my grey hair so to him I
was old. His friends parted the way. We smiled at each other and I moved on thinking what
a polite young person, it would be interesting to learn what he thinks about our
neighbourhood and what he wants to do in life.
At that time, I did not expect to be called “old”. I considered myself to be an active older
adult living my life. However, in the last two weeks I have re-oriented, transformed as an
“old vulnerable person”. I am self-isolating at home with my husband and living through
many uncertainties. The need to adapt and accept my new label is a mixed blessing. I am
enjoying the peace and extra time to engage in activities I want to do. I am enjoying
dancing ‘virtually’ knowing that my friendly peers are participating as well although we are in
our separate locations. The lockdown and inability to socialise face-to-face is increasingly
grim. I do not know if I will remain a “vulnerable old person” afterwards, or bounce back as
an active adult. I am so thankful to NHS staff and those caring for the Covid 19 victims.
Everyone is realising how vulnerable we are and learning to adapt. But I hope I can meet
that young man again, that we can learn from each other and even get to dance!
*“Halprin’s Imprint” is a dance duet choreographed and performed by Yanaelle Thiran with Jackie
Richards at Chichester University (2020) explores dance and ageing positively transforming lives
through their life-experiences and American dance-artist Anna Halprin’s rich practice: her first dance
encounters, ground-breaking Californian workshops and dance as healing practice.
https://yanaellethiran.wordpress.com/portfolio/halprins-imprint-2020/
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No more fudging or faking – drumming to the Beat!
Mel Wright – formerly coordinator of Kilburn Older Voices Exchange
In 2018 I had treatment for blood cancer and for a long period I felt exhausted and lacking
motivation. My job as a community development worker for KOVE (Kilburn Older Voices
Exchange) was on hold as a colleague took the lead and I stepped back.
As I emerged from my health problems and slowly recovered it helped for me to play my
drums – an interest, hobby, semi-professional activity that I have been doing since I was
sixteen years old. From Sixties beat groups, function bands to folk rock, jazz and blues. It’s
not quite been a ‘life on the road’ but always a good antidote to life. Now at seventy-three
years old I have an urge to learn to play new rudiments and drum breaks properly which
over the years I have skilfully sidestepped, fudged or faked.
By luck I saw the impressive Asaf Sirkis, an internationally renowned drummer performing
at a local jazz club and afterwards I asked him if he would give me lessons.
Two years later I have travelled far in my learning and playing the drums. It was challenging
at first to ‘undo’ my embedded poor practices; even the way of holding my drumsticks was
up for grabs! It felt like I was going back to learning from scratch and I almost resented it.
Gradually, slowly and patiently with lessons and regular practice at home my playing
markedly improved; more definitive and relaxed stick work – confident! I was totally
accepting of Asaf’s gentle teaching method to ‘review’ my playing by slowing pieces right
down and analysing what is going on before getting it right. There’s a message in there for
life generally!
When I told my sister that I was having drumming lessons she laughed and said “about
time!” Some friends smiled and I could see by the look on their faces, why are you
bothering at your age! But I looked at it as a treat to myself to regenerate my playing;
something I have loved doing for nearly sixty years.
The old saying ‘you’re never too old to learn’ comes to mind. And it’s done a lot for my
wellbeing, at a point when for health reasons I wasn’t sure if my playing with bands could
continue. Drumming like any art form is a passion and now still gigging with my pals to jazz
tunes by John Coltrane, Miles Davis and Wes Montgomery it feels a great privilege.
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Art in the Age of Covid 19
Vanda Corrigan – retired lecturer, amateur artist, avid gamer etc. etc.
One of the things I promised myself was that when I retired, I would get back to art practice.
When I say ‘get back to’ and ‘art practice’, what I actually mean is that I took an Art ‘O’ level
at school, then a short evening course in illustration when I was thirty and recently
experimented with digital art. (See image on front page)
However, since retiring about four years ago, I’ve managed to successfully procrastinate.
Should I choose a course at City Lit? Which one? Am I really any good at this? Do I want to
commit to a weekly time? What if my arthritis is bad and I can’t get there? What if the
weather’s really bad and I don’t want to make the effort to go out (typical of me)? What if
the tutor’s really bad (and I’ve spent a few hundred pounds)? And so on….
Quite by chance, I came upon some interesting, and free, art workshops on Facebook. I
suspiciously wondered why they were free and eventually realised that this was to give a
flavour of an expensive, twelve-week, online course1 that would run until the beginning of
June. The workshops and testimonials were really persuasive and overnight my opinion
changed from “I’m not paying this amount of money for a course” to “this is exactly what I
need”.
I enrolled prior to the Covid 19 crisis but ‘lock-down’ happened about two weeks in. What
became clear is that all of those on the course were very thankful to have this work to focus
on and to be part of a virtual, learning community of like-minded people. There is a large
cohort of learners/artists, some doing the course for a second or third time (at a reduced
fee). It is a very supportive community, with approximately 50% from the USA and 50%
from around the world (including London), it includes beginners and established,
professional artists, with ages ranging from about 30 to people in their 70s and beyond (age
is not an issue here). Yet all share the same frustrations and ups and downs, not just in
relation to the work but also the uncertainty and anxiety
caused by the pandemic.
I’ve personally found the course to be very intense but
also flexible. Participants can download the videos and
supporting material and have access for a year. We
can choose whether to do the weekly homework and
get feedback or not and any questions are answered
promptly. Despite working separately, feedback and
constructive criticism from the other students and tutors
is always available via Facebook and Zoom. This
arrangement suits me, as a sociable introvert, very
well.
However, not everyone would be able to do this
course: the course itself is expensive, as are the art
materials; it’s necessary to have (and be familiar with)
broadband and a tablet, or computer, in order to
access content, take part in Zoom seminars and upload photographs of our work; the
continued…
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recommended practice requires enough space to paint multiple (300 x 300 mm) panels at
the same time and to be able to spread out the paint, brushes etc.
Consequently, I realise how fortunate I am to be able to take part, even if half of my small
living room is now taken up with an extended table covered in panels and painting
paraphernalia. I might eventually produce something that I feel satisfied with – who knows?
Meanwhile, I’m very happy to experiment and learn (a lot).

Guest
1
How Program
is digital
technology influencing education?
Art2Lifefeature:
Creative Visionary
https://www.art2life.com/art2life-creative-visionary-path-program/

Guest feature: How is digital technology influencing education?
We’re partners with the Association for Education and Ageing (AEA) and the British Society
of Gerontology in the BSG Special Interest Group for Educational Gerontology. Our AGM in
London in October followed the AEA’s AGM at Strathclyde University in Glasgow. Then in
November the BSG SIG met to discuss educational gerontology and technology. Dr Neil
Chadborn, research fellow in the Institute of Mental Health at the University of Nottingham,
reports:
Dr Sharon Clancy kicked off with: ‘Celebrating adult education – the 100th anniversary of
the commission’. The 1919 commission on adult education was part of the reconstruction
after World War 1. It aimed to support education of the population who had recently been
given the right to vote, calling for education ‘throughout the life of the adult’. It reflected the
changing nature of work and was underpinned by a ‘civic rhetoric’. The new anniversary
report (see page 3) calls for a renewal of these values while addressing new concerns
about automation and the commercialisation of education.
Elvira Perez-Vallejos and Helen Creswick described how concerns about digital technology
are a barrier to accessing information and services. Older people have little trust in online
platforms or companies because they do not find a framework for establishing trust. The
‘bricks and mortar’ of the high street bank gives it a validity which is not replicated for an
online bank. Learning digital skills may build confidence and familiarity with using online
resources. But the other side of ‘digital literacy’ will be to improve the design of websites
and search engines to better accommodate older users in the first place.
We then held two workshops. The first explored the ongoing relevance of more
conventional learning. Katherine Brown from Crafting Relationships talked about her
experience of local history cafés and how these can facilitate learning and build local
‘assets’, reaching a broader audience and addressing inequalities in access. The second
looked at the workings of a well-established computer skills drop in. Peter Wearn explained
how their group in Long Eaton had developed in response to local needs, meeting in
accessible and familiar venues like the library to teach the basics of computer use and
internet access. Time is reserved for trouble-shooting problems and the group, which is run
by volunteers, has successfully developed resources to get many people started on
different platforms.
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November 21st 2019: one of the Long Eaton chair Pete Wearn’s key slide

John Miles led the final discussion by asking how, if the Government were to introduce new
funding for adult education, would the Long Eaton group respond? How would they develop
governance and outreach through their 50+ Forum? Could such investment lead to a
renewal of adult education fit for our digital age? In response the group emphasised the
importance of ‘starting small’ and creating a welcoming, relaxed atmosphere. One view was
to develop using a participatory approach – acknowledging everyone as an expert in their
own lives. Creating time for reflection would be important for development and future
expansion. Key points were to maintain clear accountability, have a strong social purpose
and reinforce civic purpose through collective dialogue.
Dr Sharon Clancy is at School of Education, University of Nottingham
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/vision/learning-for-life
Peter Wearn is chairperson for Long Eaton 50+ Forum Website http://www.lead50plus.com/
Dr Elvira Perez-Vallejos and Dr Helen Creswick are from HORIZON Digital Economy
Research, University of Nottingham. https://www.horizon.ac.uk/reentrust-research-update/
Katherine Brown is director of Crafting Relationships
https://www.craftingrelationships.co.uk/local-history-cafe-3/
A few years ago, Tom Schuller and David Watson proposed an educational review for
everyone - at ages 25, 50 and 75. Now with Leadership, Learning and Demographics: The
Changing Shape of the Lifecourse and its Implications for Education Schuller has
developed a set of practical proposals. Find it at https://fetl.org.uk/publications/leadershiplearning-and-demographics-the-changing-shape-of-the-lifecourse-and-its-implications-foreducation/ Further Education Trust for Leadership 2019
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Big Brother or a Caring Society?
Dr Jackie Richards reflects on her encounter with the government at the start of May

My transformation from active adult to “old vulnerable person”, living through lockdown
including enjoying extra time for hobbies, contacting friends though social media, enjoying
virtual dancing sessions, and Zoom meetings was progressing well. I enjoyed walks in the
park keeping 2m physical distance but otherwise was self-isolating with Peter, my husband.
I was finalising an academic paper with Professor Trish Hafford-Letchfield and Dr Scilla
Dyke MBE, when I received an NHS letter headed “Important, Personal Advice to Keep You
Safe from Coronavirus.” This surprised me because it was so late during lockdown.
My immune system was not yet normal following cancer treatment, but I was no longer
taking medication and was cancer-free. The four-page letter and guidance included many
bullet points, headings, but no graphics and long dense sentences, some emphasised in
bold. Strong feelings of fear overwhelmed me as I continued reading.
I was classed “extremely-vulnerable to coronavirus” who needed to “shield”. This included,
self-isolating away from others in my household, sleeping in separate beds, and using a
second bathroom, or cleaning the shared bathroom whenever I used it! It also provided
helpful information about getting essential supplies and food packages delivered if needed.
I should register on-line to be added to the Government list via the given link for a
Government website.
The letter and guidance were so detailed, sounding as if written by committee covering all
possibilities rather than being personalised and taking recipients’ needs, thoughts and
feelings into account. I reacted negatively. I am confident dealing with written instructions,
but others might be overwhelmed not read it and miss getting the help they need. Some
might think the Government is caring about them and pleased with the preferential
treatment and services offered.
I thought about authorities who said residents from care homes would not be sent to
hospital. What will happen in the future if NHS services become overwhelmed with an
ageing population? Would those on the “extremely vulnerable list” have equal, entitlement
to treatment and medical care? Usually, I am trusting and optimistic, full of praise for NHS
staff during my cancer treatment and now during the pandemic.
Receiving the letter so late in the day was unsatisfactory. I did not believe this information
came from my doctor’s surgery more likely from a computer in Whitehall. Bit scary!! My
reaction surprised me but I calmed down. However, a week later, I received a phone call
from a friendly NHS worker asking if I needed any help following up from the letter. I had
just finished a dance and yoga session, I ranted at her about my reactions to the letter,
praised the NHS, said I was delighted that those who need extra help, food packages and
prescriptions will receive this care but I did not consider myself to be an extremely
vulnerable person and definitely did not want to be on any Government special list.
This newsletter has been produced by Vanda Corrigan, Hilary Farnworth, John Miles and
Jackie Richards for the Ransackers Association - champions for later life learning. Get in touch
(and become a member) at http://www.ransackersassociation.org Twitter: @RansackersUK
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